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What is This Report For?
This report details the findings from the 'Impact and Evaluation (I&E) research EmilyTest
conducted to assess the Pilot undertaken of the new Gender-Based Violence (GBV)
Charter for Universities and Colleges in Scotland.

Outputs
In 2021, EmilyTest opened applications for Universities and Colleges in Scotland to apply to be
research sites where our new GBV Charter, the first GBV Charter for education in the world,
would be piloted. Two Universities and two Colleges were selected by our Pilot Panel, where
EmilyTest collaborated with staff in those institutions to test the Charter. The Pilot lasted six
months from March to November 2021 and was rounded up with I&E research using the following
methods: ethnography, focus groups, co-creation, and document analysis. The I&E research has
produced two outputs:
1.Public I&E report (this document): This report constitutes our external output from the GBV
Charter Pilot. This report speaks to general, overarching findings from the I&E research and to the
pilot as a whole. Data collection for this report focused on the piloted Charter rollout as a process
and on the gaps of data and understanding in the field that need filling in order for more effective
GBV interventions to be instilled in the further education (FE) and higher education (HE) sectors.
This report has academic and sector-wide audiences, offering knowledge contributions with the
purpose of shaping the future of evidence-based mechanisms in order to improve the efficacy of
GBV interventions. This report also contains an I&E framework with the purpose of sharing the
framework we used to assess the pilot. We hope that future GBV Charter Universities and Colleges
find this framework helpful in assessing the impacts of the rollout of the Charter in their
institutions, as well as the wider sector which is currently missing impact measurement
instruments.
2.Internal I&E reports: Four, individual 'internal' reports for our PIs combining data from focus
groups with professionals and students in each of the institutions, and the policy and practice
recommendations made by the Panel. These reports have an operational focus and a feedbackgiving purpose, serving a specific utility of allowing the individual institutions who took part in
our Pilot to continue the work in GBV prevention, intervention, and support undertaken during the
Pilot. The creation of these individual, internal reports is also to offer institutions valuable data in
response to their participation in the Pilot as a research process.
Both of the two aforementioned outputs are released in January 2022 and have shaped the GBV
Charter Guidance (2022), released in February 2022, which is a document complementing the
GBV Charter itself, offering detailed recommendations that institutions can consult to rollout the
Charter. All research and policy outputs can be found in the GBV Charter section of our website:
www.emilytest.co.uk/gbvcharter/
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Content Warning
This report discusses gender-based violence (GBV), including rape, sexual assault,
stalking and online abuse. It also mentions suicide and contains references to mental health
crisis. If you feel that reading such content would be unduly upsetting for you and/or have
a negative impact on your mental health, we fully understand if you were to decide not to
read further: important though we hope our report is, your wellbeing is more important to
us. Likewise, if upon reading the report you find that some of the material is having a
negative impact on you, consider taking a break and deciding whether to go back to it.
Please visit the EmilyTest website to locate a list of support contacts covering areas like
GBV, mental health, and housing, should you, or anyone you know, be affected by the
topics in this report:
http://emilytest.co.uk/helpful-resources/
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Impact and Evaluation (I&E) Research:
An Overview
This section details the methodological and research design dimensions of the I&E
EmilyTest carried out at the end of the Pilot of the GBV Charter for Universities and
Colleges.

Research Aim
The research aim for the I&E research was to evaluate the impact of the GBV Charter
Pilot, in order to:
1.strategise and optimise the national rollout of the GBV Charter for Universities and
Colleges. This includes the creation of the Charter Guidance (2022), which will shape
Charter implementation*.
2.produce a framework of how to conduct future I&E exercises in order to continuously
evaluate the rollout of the Charter on institutional and sector-wide levels.
*Note: the I&E work did not make any changes to the Charter framework itself; rather the
practical implementation of the Charter. This is because, as detailed in the GBV Charter
Report (2021) the Charter framework itself has reached saturation point after 1.5 years of
rigorous review.

Research Question
In order to produce the knowledge needed to fulfill the research aim, the following
question was asked of the I&E data:
What are the successes, problems, barriers to change, and opportunities for change in
institutions rolling out the GBV Charter for Universities and Colleges?
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Impact and Evaluation (I&E) Research:
An Overview
Our I&E research took place during the entirety of the GBV Charter Pilot, over six months
from March 2021 to November 2021 because the Pilot itself was a research process.
However, concentrated data collection took place when the two Panels assembled in the
months of March (to choose the PIs) and November 2021 (to assess the PIs) and during
focus groups after the Pilot in November and December 2021 with the four PIs.

Ethics
The University of Edinburgh granted ethical approval for this I&E research, extending on
from ethical approval awarded to undertake the evidence-collection that created the
Charter itself.

Methods
EmilyTest collected six months of continuous professional ethnography (observations)
during the Pilot process, which were documented through a timeline of written diary notes.
These were largely authored by the GBV Charter Manager, Erin Ross, as she was
positioned closest to the professionals and processes being observed, allowing her to cocreate and discuss observations with the PIs.
When the Pilot came to an end, it was followed by seven hybrid (in-person and digital)
focus groups with staff and students in the four PIs. One final focus group was conducted
bringing together all the staff from across all four PI Universities and Colleges.
Altogether, there were eight focus groups.
Lastly, data was collected from the two sittings of the Pilot Panel*, in particular, the
second (November 2021) sitting where the Panel interrogated evidence submitted by the
PIs to test the assessment process for awarding the Charter to institutions. The Panels
made policy and practice recommendations in response to the evidence submissions,
through extensive verbal and written comments. Data from this stage were collected
through a mixture of individual and group interviews, observations from EmilyTest staff,
and document analysis of the feedback and recommendations the panel wrote.
*Note: as the Panel is revolving, these two sittings involved different Panelists
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Impact and Evaluation (I&E) Research:
An Overview
Research Participants
1.Pilot assessment Panelists, individually and as a collective
2.Pilot institution (PI) staff who worked on the pilot rolling out the Charter, including
University, College and Students' Association/Union staff
3.University and College students
4.EmilyTest staff who worked on the Pilot

Scope
This I&E report speaks to numerous data areas, including: EmilyTest as a charity in their
role managing the Charter; the policies and practices of the PIs; and the sector as a
whole concerning their efforts to tackle GBV. This report aims to share the Pilot process
as a whole with all relevant sectors. This report undertook I&E work on the following
areas:
1.EmilyTest and the Charter itself - learnings aimed at EmilyTest as the Charter authors
and aimed at creating the Charter Guidance (2022)
2.The process of the Pilot - learnings for EmilyTest and the sector, to plan national
Charter rollout and to shape general, future GBV work/interventions
3.The assessment process - learnings for EmilyTest and the sector on how to improve the
assessment stage institutions go through to be awarded the Charter Mark and achieve
minimum standards and excellence in GBV prevention, intervention, and support
4.Assessment feedback and recommendations - aimed largely at PIs but generalised in
this report, highlighting salient patterns on the sector, to share with the sector. Detailed
information on assessment will appear in the individual PI reports (see Outputs on page
1) as this relates to tailored feedback and recommendations on improving their localised,
internal GBV prevention, intervention, and support infrastructures.
Care has been taken in this report to convey which of the aforementioned areas the
findings are referring to. All participants have been anonymised so that the report
focuses on findings rather than individual institutions or staff members.
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Impact and Evaluation (I&E) Research:
An Overview
Data Analysis
Focus groups were transcribed and analysed using the qualitative data analysis software,
NVivo. Salient themes 'the headlines' were thematically identified based directly on the
research question, resulting in the findings being, firstly, split into two groupings. The
first grouping refers to data for the public I&E report (this document). This data then went
through several iterations of further thematic analysis to refine the arranging of data into
logical orders of micro-themes. The second grouping entails internal data for the
individual reports for the four PIs. This data are only appropriate to go to PIs because it
pertains to information such as: suggestions to improve specific aspects of policy and
practice. Both reports, in line with the research question, arranged findings into the four
distinct areas of: successes, problems, barriers to change, and opportunities for change.
Ethnographic (observations) notes were analysed using co-creation methods. The
observations data were collaboratively read, analysed, and structured by the EmilyTest
team, whom all contributed to the recording of observations throughout the pilot and then
all collaboratively co-constructed the salient themes of the data by numerous rounds of
mapping exercises as a team.
Collating data from the two Pilot assessment Panels, which reviewed the applications and
evidence submitted by the PIs, involved a large-scale document analysis exercise. Written
feedback from the Panel to PIs (on their policy and practice) was integrated with written
reflections sent to EmilyTest discussing Panelists' experiences of, and recommendations
for future configurations of, sitting on the Charter Panel. These two sets of feedback both
then mapped onto the notes written by the GBV Charter Manager concerning one-on-one
verbal conversations with individual Panelists and from group conversations with the
whole panel - these conversations focused on better understanding their feedback.
After consolidation, document analysis was undertaken using highlighters, tables, mindmapping, as well as by consulting theory and evidence in the field to consider wider links
and meaning. It is worth mentioning here that a certain degree of data analysis took place
as a 'natural' symptom and outcome of certain processes, such as through the ways that
panelists prioritised and chose to present their written feedback to PIs and to EmilyTest.
The findings of this report were circulated to PIs and Panelists to undertake a degree of cocreation to finalise interpretations and arrangements of data,
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Impact and Evaluation (IE) Research:
An Overview
Discussion on Limitations
Similar to the challenge experienced in the GBV Charter Research (2021), the datasets
produced were of such scale that splitting the findings into two sets of reports was advised
by project supervisors. However, this split is made meaningful by having separate and
distinct aims for the two outputs - the first, public I&E report (this document) having an
'external' focus and audience, offering academic and sector-wide contributions generalised
to suit a large audience and deliver field-wide learnings. The external report has a purpose
of communication and reflection: transparently sharing what we found from our pilot. The
second, internal reports for individual PIs offer feedback from the Panels on rolling out the
GBV Charter. These will remain private and confidential because they focus on operations
and highly specified recommendations that will make sense specifically to the institutions
the recommendations are addressing - however, generalisations and observations about the
feedback given to institutions are a core feature of the public report. Therefore, the sector
will still get sight of these but in ways that are sociologically analysed and making macro
generalisations across institutions that are useful to the sector as a whole.
Due to time limitations, it was not feasible to have the I&E research peer-reviewed based
on our experiences of the labour this entails from the extensive professional and academic
peer review our 2021 Charter outputs went through. Our priority in December 2021 was to
start rolling out the Charter on a national basis. However, the PIs and the panelists
received prior oversight of the public report, acting as a layer of co-creation and peerreviewing. Furthermore, we employed a mixed-methods approach to our I&E research,
which involves actively seeking knowledge where gaps in understanding exist in
sequential ways and using whichever methods allow you to gather that knowledge
(Morgan, 2019) - we would describe this research as knowledge-driven rather than
methods-driven and therefore, we have gone about data collection with a reflexive
approach (Denzin, 1997) with a deliberate aim to fill gaps in knowledge in the field.
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Impact and Evaluation (I&E) Research:
An Overview
Discussion on Limitations
Ethnographic methods are sometimes criticised for being too biased and subjective
(Carspecken, 2013). However, our ethnographic findings were triangulated through cocreation between EmilyTest staff members, then between EmilyTest staff and Panelists,
then between EmilyTest staff and PIs and to some extent, then between PIs and Panelists,
bringing together varying expertise, positionalities, agendas, and perspectives. This
ensured the data was streamlined into recurring themes before categorising data as a
'finding'.
Furthermore, proponents of ethnography highlight its distinct benefits and advantages to
be the 'situated knower' (Haraway, 1988). EmilyTest staff were the agents embedded in the
Pilot processes in active and everyday ways; closely interacting with the Charter rollout
process and the professionals involved. Subjectivity and bias tend to possess negative
connotations but it is subjectivities and biases themselves that ethnographic methods are
interested in capturing, if we understand subjectivities and biases to infer areas such as:
experiences, views, opinions, agendas, actions, attitudes, knowledge, behaviours, belief
systems, and values. Radical socio-political research designs, especially with feminist and
decolonial subscriptions, argue that the concepts of subjectivity and bias are frequently
misinterpreted as being 'harmful' and 'clouding' to objective data collection processes.
Instead, they are conducive to producing knowledge on the social world and social
problems, as long as conscientiousness in analysis processes is practiced towards how
variables, such as the researchers' positionalities, actively shaped the data and a critical
lens is adopted towards conceptualising subjectivities and biases as data in of themselves
rather than 'givens' or 'assumed premises' of the research. Furthermore, we found that
findings from the I&E research reinforced, reiterated, and behaved with consistency
concerning our other research work, in particular, our GBV Charter Research (2021),
which supported the triangulation and saturation of I&E findings. This is important to
emphasise, because ethnographic data analysis and data presentation practices often
consult broader research, field consensus, academic evidence, and theory, and even the
participants themselves (n.b. co-creation can refer to data analysis methods as well as
data-collection) and therefore, do not always act as 'standalone' observation-based claims
they are often interpreted to be.
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Impact and Evaluation (I&E) Research:
An Overview
Discussion on Limitations
One final limitation concerns the parametres of the I&E research. We contended with the
question of whether focus groups at the end of the Pilot would be sufficient in depth and
breadth to make I&E claims. However, our sampling size and pool were selective to the
highly specialised research question and they were also tailored to qualitative insights
rather than quantitative because the research question is interested in analysising
institutional social and political processes and networks (Given, 2008) rather than
measuring the prevalence of particular phenomena, such as rates of GBV. This is not to
say we do not envision a role for quantitative data collection in I&E of the Charter in the
future - the I&E framework will combine qualitative and quantitative approaches.
Furthermore, as a reflexive tool, the I&E framework will evolve and develop according to
the sector's measurement needs as the Charter gradually rolls out across Scotland and
further.
Furthermore, the I&E research does not just relate to the focus groups at the end of the
Pilot - even though these provide very rich and substantial datasets in of themselves - the
whole pilot was approached as research and as an extension of our GBV Charter Research,
taking the Charter 'off paper' and testing it in the field. Data collection processes ran
inseparable to and ran parallel with the Charter Pilot, and the Pilot itself should be seen as
somewhat interchangeable with the I&E research.
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Data to Framework
The data were translated into four areas which
make up both our main research question and
our Impact and Evaluation (I&E) framework*

SUCCESSES

01

This area of data looks at the 'what works'
concerning the Charter rollout. It is drawn from what
University and College students and staff observe
and experience to be effective, combining the
perspectives of both provision providers and users.
All examples of successes will be carried through to
our Charter Guidance (2022).
PROBLEMS

02

This area of data looks at what is 'problematic',
including what approaches do not work and need to
be changed in our Charter implementation
approaches as well as what 'unknown unknowns'
were discovered from roll-out, based on the
perspectives of both students and staff.

*Full recommendations for applying the I&E framework are available in the Charter
Guidance (2022)
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Data to Charter Principles
Note: similar to our Charter Principles, the four constituent parts of
the I&E research question overlap in various places - the importance
lies in instiutions asking themselves these questions, as heuristic and
change-stimulating devices, rather than focusing on where answers or
data should be categorised

BARRIERS TO CHANGE

03

This area of data is one of the most critical in nature,
addressing both historical and ongoing cultural
'people-related' and institutional 'systems-related'
inhibitors to progressing GBV prevention,
intervention, and support, looking at areas like
operations, leadership, and employment models
from the perspectives of Charter Award assessors
(Panelists) as well as students and staff. Strategies to
overcome barriers will be amalgamated with the
'successes' and included in our Charter Guidance
(2022).

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHANGE

04

This area has a future focus, constructively
identifying clear areas for progress to occur to
set out feasible plans for upwards, continuous
progression in the rollout of the Charter with
focuses that address both the short-term and
long-term.
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Structure of Findings
This section states how the findings from the I&E research will be laid out in this report. The findings
constitute the remainder of this document.
The findings will be presented in two sections. The first lays out general 'context' findings from the Pilot.
These data aim to offer novel, mostly academic, contributions to the field which advance understandings
of GBV in education. The second lists the findings under the four categories that construct the research
question for the pilot study and for the I&E framework: successes, problems, opportunities for change,
and barriers to change. The first section is narrative and sociologically analytical in nature, and the
second intends to be punchier and communicative to deliver key headline takeaways of 'what works';
what did not; and 'what next'. Data from all four categories will be taken forward and responded to
through our Charter Guidance (2022), translating these areas into recommendations.
Please note that the findings may overlap across these two sections, which speaks to the
interconnectedness of the issues and observations identified, across different institutions. It also reflects
the findings' level of recurrence in the data analysis process. Furthermore, we are aware that not all
findings in the second section fit neatly into the four categories. For instance, 'problems' and
'opportunities for change' can closely align depending on perspective. However, with the aim of
communicating the GBV Charter pilot in the most impactful and evaluative ways to the sector, we
arranged the findings according to which category it lent most towards - for instance, a question that
would decide this may be: 'is this more of an opportunity than a problem for the sector or concerning the
success of the Charter rollout?'
The scope of identifying successes, problems, barriers to change, and opportunities for change speak to a
number of areas, such as sector-wide, institution-specific, Charter, and pilot-specific domains. They are
combined because all these areas of focus are intertwined and/or apply to more than one area.
Furthermore, in order to achieve a successful GBV Charter, all of the issues identified need to be
approached as such.
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Section 1
Background Findings
Understanding GBV in
Education

Section 1: Background Findings Understanding GBV in Education
This section lays out some context findings from the I&E research. These findings aim to advance
understandings of GBV in education as a specialist field and build on the existing UK body of
research. We identified a number of areas that further the understandings created by the previous
EmilyTest GBV Charter Research (2021) and offer valuable knowledge contributions to the field,
especially concerning the ways that GBV in education needs to be understood and approached.

Unique Characteristics
The previous research undertaken by EmilyTest to create the GBV Charter for Universities and
Colleges (2021) found that there are distinctive characteristics to GBV in the education context,
and that the context presents specific and unique challenges. This is in line with the existing
research exploring the specific typologies and manifestations of GBV in education (Fedina et al,
2016; Weis, 2015), particularly from the United States (US).
American literature is far more extensive than that of the UK, comprehensively covering numerous
areas such as the prevalence and risk-rates of sexual violence at universities (Mellins et al, 2017),
women’s experiences of sexual assault on campus (Gross et al, 2006), dating violence (Voth
Schrag, 2017) ‘hook-up’ culture (Flack et al, 2015), comparing women and men’s victimisation
and examining links between violence against women (VAW) and study enrolment and retainment
(Budd, Racque & Bierie, 2017), harassment from professors (Dziech & Weiner, 1984, Fitzgerald et
al, 1988, Marks & Nelson, 1993) the ramifications of sexual violence on women students’
academic performance (Jordan et al, 2014) barriers to reporting (Sable et al, 2006), policy and
professional practice reviews (Perkins & Warner, 2017) cases studies of university policy change
(Beres et al, 2019) definitions of sexual violence and consent in university policy (Weiss & Lasky,
2017), students’ views on sanctions towards perpetrators (Schaaf et al, 2018), guidance on
universities adjudicating cases and protections for those accused (Triplett, 2012) reviews of the
2013 US government bystander intervention programme (Coker et al, 2016) feminist student
resistance (Lewis et al, 2018) and future directions for research (McMahon, 2019).
More recent American studies review historical statistics and assess periods of policy change
include History of Sexual Violence in Higher Education (Jessup-Anger, 2018), Sexual Harassment
in the 1990s: a University-Wide Survey (Kelley & Parsons, 2000), Violent Victimistion of College
Students 1995 – 2002 (Baum & Klaus, 2005) A Systematic Review of Prevalence Research From
2000 to 2015 (Fedina, Holmes, & Backes, 2016).
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Section 1: Background Findings Understanding GBV in Education
The UK context is catching up with this assessment work, with the likes of Universities UK
(UUK) Changing the Culture: One Year On (2018) research, evaluating the impact of the rollout
of UUK’s influential policy and practice recommendations (2016). The PhD thesis (2022) of
EmilyTest’s researcher dedicates a chapter to analysing the success of the Scottish
Government’s Equally Safe strategy (2017) in Universities and Colleges in Scotland. Eleven
years on from Hidden Marks (2010), the field is at a crucial turning point; looking back on now
over a decade of research and interventions; curious about the extent of their impact; looking to
develop evaluative tools; and pausing to strategize about the future ahead. The field is recently
experiencing a number of developments accelerating standard-setting in, GBV prevention,
intervention, and support and it can be stated that the sector is going through a transitional,
evolutionary period - Equally Safe in Universities and Colleges (ESUC) developed a Toolkit
(2017), a number of groundbreaking publications have worked to unite international best
practice (Towl & Walker, 2019) and create policy frameworks (Humpreheys & Towl, 2020), and
the Office for Students (OfS) published 'seven expectations' (2021). Best practice is becoming
defined, formalised, and embedded (Advance HE, 2020). We now await new guidance from
Pinsent Masons on handling GBV misconduct cases, due 2022.
The US literature body must be looked back on as significantly influential in sparking the
beginning of the rich body of UK scholarship we now have at our fingertips, as well as
propelling the beginning of the field in other parts of the Anglosphere more recently such as
Australia (Universities Australia, 2016). Although, as the international field is becoming
increasingly interconnected and cooperative, light is being shone on the rich pre-existing bodies
of literature coming from India (Dey et al, 2020) and South Africa (Gouws & Kritzinger, 1995),
who have been historical leaders in feminist student activism in gender, ethnic and racial
inequalities and in GBV prevention, intervention, and support.
As the global GBV in education field is becoming increasingly developed, it is becoming more
pronounced about the context having distinct characteristics and unique challenges to contend
with – this is the headline that our field must keep at the forefront. Observations from staff
participants in the I&E research were in line with our previous GBV Charter Research Report
(2021), finding that GBV in education environments operates in ways that are akin to, and
emulate, GBV in rural, remote, and island communities. This refers to a picture of close-knitted
social life, meaning that GBV manifests in particular through bullying, harassment, coercion,
and stalking behaviours, and are experienced and mediated through social (media)
spaces/platforms and through community membership and ostracisation. Power relations and
information transmission are important factors in community dynamics and in determining
cohesion and belonging. Perpetrators closely inhabit the same spaces as victims/survivors, often
living and working intimately alongside each other, and therefore locating refuge and protection
from perpetrators is difficult for victims.
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Section 1: Background Findings Understanding GBV in Education
Safe access to help and the management of confidentiality also prove difficult for
victims/survivors, and ‘uprooting’ is a common victimisation response due to the deep-rooted
relationship that students have with their institutions, where multiple facets of their life
(academic, occupational, political, social life) are embedded within the aforementioned closeknit community dynamics, and closely intersect with the abuse and violence.
There are also specific socioeconomic class implications shaping gender relations in education,
including the performance of gender power across both working-class and privileged
masculinities through the propagation of gender stereotypes and sexual violence myths
particularly in backlash to the advancements of marginalised groups in education (Phipps,
2013a) and pertaining to links between marketised education contexts, competitive academic
cultures, and hypermasculine identities (Phipps, 2013b, Phipps & Young, 2014, Phipps 2017,
Phipps et al, 2017, Phipps, 2018). Economics also shapes students’ relationships with, and
expectations of, their institutions, including the student body’s positioning as ‘customers’ of
education in a new era marked by a sense of corporate responsibility and consumer identity over
the past ten years, marked by the Conservative-Liberal Democrat Coalition Government
neoliberal education agenda (Molesworth et al, 2010).
Universities [have] unique village-like issues and a highly international student body from some
extraordinarily wealthy backgrounds. This makes being tuned into its specific context even more
important – Student Focus Group (FG) participant
This I&E Research deepened our understandings of GBV in education as a distinct context with
specific attributes. This includes how educational institutions are inextricably intertwined with
their local areas. GBV must be understood within that broader space and context, and can not be
siloed when theorising and discussing GBV – often in the field, ‘the institution’ is spoken about
in cut-off ways with neat boundaries, which does not resonate with its social realities. The
‘community’ of the institution needs to be understood as including local people, local venues,
and other, local educational institutions, all of which appear across and within students’
professional, social, political, and intimate lives. ‘Internal’ policy needs to address the challenge
of hate crime perpetrators being ‘external’ to the institution but closely interacting with the life
of the institution. This finding is where we can observe educational institutions as fundamentally
societal institutions, as connected to and actively shaping society. This finding also emphasised
the pivotal nature of local partnership-working in tackling GBV, especially with a practice
approach of viewing it as fundamentally linked to other hate crimes.
During the pandemic, we had anti-Asian hate crimes increase significantly, and one of the
schools has moved much closer to us, so pupils are interacting with university staff and students.
This has all caused a number of problems […] it’s not about finger-pointing, it’s about working
with the community to combat the issues that we are seeing – Staff FG participant
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Section 1: Background Findings Understanding GBV in Education
Educational institutions have duties of care towards large populations, including students,
workers, guests, and fluctuating degrees of the local community. This presents operational
challenges for having robust GBV prevention, intervention, and support, including carving out
the resource needed for serving multi-layered and populous institutional life. Compounding the
large populations are the aforementioned, close-knit qualities of educational institutional life
where the population all mix in tight-knit, busy, and quickly-moving networks. Furthermore, the
'student status' construct is premised on having a relationship with the institution but there are
cohorts who are disconnected, and it can be challenging to assess who may be isolated. This can
be worsened by indicators of distress and personal crisis becoming 'drowned out' by the large
population and 'camouflaged' in with social dynamics of educational life such as 'grind' cultures
and binge-drinking cultures.
This all creates operational challenges in GBV prevention, intervention, and support in an
environment where (public) life is immersed in activity and often involves transient connections,
making communication bridges between the institution and students difficult, and where
community dynamics are always changing and ‘on-display’, making support delivery and
victim/survivor confidentiality in accessing local services difficult.
[…]One of the things that makes [tackling GBV] quite difficult is the size [of the institution] it’s
both the limitation in terms of [...] the support that you can offer survivors, because of things
like [partnership] agreements. [But] you'll always see that person in Tesco [or] that person in
the Union or in the street, because the town is so small, and everyone is in the same place all the
time – Staff FG participant
Under-Addressed Areas
Another finding from the I&E work that furthered understandings of GBV in education is that
there are particular ‘sore spots of need’ (Phipps 2013a; NUS 2014; UUK, 2021) concerning
GBV prevention, intervention, and support within institutions, namely domestic life, nightlife,
societies, sports, and student-staff relations (Bull & Page, 2021 1752 Group, 2018),
compounding findings from the Charter Research Report (2021), which identified underrecognised areas such as sites of lone working, sites of resource-exchange, transport, the local
community, and nearby venues. Across all the focus groups undertaken for the I&E research,
staff reported that the Charter pilot instigated conversations in urgent spots. It was this crossinstitutional stimulation effect that was named the most significant impact of the Pilot.
For us as service providers, there has been a huge step forward [especially in] student
accommodation – Staff FG participant
We [the institution] went through a huge amount of consultation in lead up [to the rollout of
Charter] – Staff FG participant
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Understanding the full picture of GBV in education requires understanding where there are
‘blind spots’ where research and policy are not reaching. More fundamentally, it requires
conceptualising GBV as contextual; interrogating how GBV (and more broadly, gendered
inequalities) manifest differently across spaces such as nightlife compared to the classroom, and
across disciplines and subjects, such as 'STEM' in academia (Data-Drive Innovation, 2019) in
comparison and contrast to the humanities, arts, social sciences, and vocational studies.
I […] worry that that maybe we don't have a good sense of what's happening in all areas and
what it might be like in holes – Staff FG participant
We have a […] 5050 gender split across the institution. But the minute you look at particular
faculties, it completely changes [...] STEM [is] very male-dominated. [It is] a different
experience to be a female student in there than it is to be a female student in our Humanities
faculty [...] we need to get a handle on all of the different context[s] in which it can operate –
Staff FG participant
Certain areas of the institution can be argued as more urgent and/or intersectionally complex to
address in terms of the severity of (gender) inequalities, meaning that GBV 'in the academy’ as a
concept should not be approached in flat and homogenising ways. Likewise, ‘the sector’ as a
concept should be not be approached in this way, as GBV will operate differently, and helpseeking processes will be experienced differently, according to localised factors. Prioritisation
and adaptation should be considered in models of GBV prevention and intervention practices
whilst also maintaining understandings of where different kinds of misconduct can be
appropriately understood as one concept 'GBV' and where there are potentially distinct
manifestations and strands of GBV to unpick.
The everyday realities, […], threats, and harms of honour-based abuse affect student bodies,
especially in Glasgow, and yet they are not widely understood – Panel
Marginalised data and voices need to be shifted to the centre of our models of understanding,
which includes ‘de-centring’ campus institutions, which dominate research and campaigns.
Specialist knowledge needs to be developed in city-spread, geographically-spread, and industryspanning institutions. Focus needs to be equalised on further education, of which only one
national UK study on GBV exists (NUS, 2019).
Being a college we wouldn't say we have on campus. We don't have unions or accommodations
so I would say it's [GBV is] not endemic in the sense that we would see ‘on campus’ – Staff FG
participant
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Tailoring Safeguarding
EmilyTest developed a layperson’s risk assessment tool for dealing with disclosures of GBV at
Universities and Colleges, the L.I.S.T.E.N framework (2021), which was created alongside the
GBV Charter (2021) and developed in consultation with GBV, Violence Against Women and
Girls (VAWG), National Health Service (NHS), University and College professionals. During its
development, institutional safeguarding practices towards student victims/survivors proved to be
a complex terrain of professional practice considerations. The I&E research uncovered,
compounded, and furthered understandings of the immense complexities of safeguarding in the
education context.
In line with findings on GBV in education having unique attributes, safeguarding student
populations is subsequently a highly specialist domain of practice. In particular, this refers to
diverse demographics of student bodies, which presents varied needs for GBV provisions to
adapt to. Furthermore, demographical understandings of student bodies need to integrate the
realities of their multi-context spanning whereby students occupy multiple spaces under the
institutional remit, such as studies, home life, political participation, activism or volunteering,
occupational life, consumption, social media, internet use, and leisure. This presents
safeguarding considerations that are intersecting and over-crossing and means that multiple
considerations run parallel simultaneously. Crucially, our expert understandings must see GBV
in education as spanning multiple time-contexts rather than conceptualizing GBV as boxed, as
'starting and ending' during institutional interaction. Students (and staff) may already have been,
continue to be, or are entering abusive relationships at the point in which they arrive at the 'door'
of the institution. This pertains particularly to coercive control and grooming-related forms of
GBV and is additionally facilitated by the boundary-less nature of digitised, technologised
society. As one GBV professional stated in the GBV Charter Research (2021), "by the time a
girl is 13 or 14, she has probably already been in some kind of abusive relationship".
Furthermore, in our efforts to depart from myth-based sexual violence understandings, we must
address the ways that sexist stereotypical tropes about GBV can be reproduced by research itself
through the asking of sexist questions (Westmarland, 2001), such as being overly concerned
with victims' behavioural patterns and paternalistic approaches seeing variables such as age,
online activity, alcohol and drug consumption as primary 'motivators' of GBV (Best & Bogle,
2014; Hasinoff, 2015). In policy and practice - especially our building of reporting mechanisms
- we must approach GBV as a pluralistic concept, occurring multiple times across a person's life,
and therefore, it not just being possible but being probable that students and staff will have
multiple experiences. This relates to shifting perceptions from the '1 in 3' statistical models (UN,
2014) to understand GBV as interwoven in the everyday gender relations of institutions, and of a
scale so vast it is methodologically "impossible to capture" (EmilyTest, 2021). Statistical models
serve distinct utilities of providing initial evidence about the problem at hand but should not be
literally interpreted and seen as representative of a totalising picture.
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The 'student body' is unique as a population in that it presents a multifaceted schema of needs,
leading to University and College staff undertaking (and often possessing high levels of
knowledge around) complex safeguarding decision-making on an everyday basis. Decisions are
sensitive and significant in that have a large reach, relating to and reaching numerous areas of
student life. Dealing with GBV – and other overlapping areas, such as mental health – extends
past the academic or personal development delivery capacity of institutions and delves into their
interpersonal lives, which are also complex in nature given their multi-context spanning,
whereby their professional, digital, economic, personal, political, intimate, and sexual
relationships will all be locally ingrained within and surrounding the institution.
We as practitioners find ourselves often in very, very challenging situations…students with poor
mental health, refusing our suggestions to […] confide in someone even health professionals –
Staff FG participant
Safeguarding in education faces unique barriers concerning the compounding of numerous
pressures and considerations: child protection, increasingly poor mental health among young
people, GBV occurring in hard-to-reach spaces of the institution that see the messy overlap of
the private and public spheres (‘behind closed doors’, within student-run spaces, transport,
excursions, sexual relations, social media, mobile applications), cases often involving the wider
community and involving multiple spaces, and students not possessing robust knowledge of
GBV itself and GBV help processes, creating a ‘layered onion’ effect. Cases are complex,
laborious, and time-consuming in how they unravel.
It […] shows us there are issues both with identifying trauma and, even when people do know
[there’s trauma, there are issues] with nuanced dynamics fuelling inaction. For example,
students not wanting to get into trouble or get others into trouble; the fact these were very
young people; and that the perpetrator was a charming manipulator by whom they were ‘taken
in’ – Panellist
One particular challenge to effective safeguarding relates to students getting through the 'front
door' of help provisions. This commonly requires students to be able to identify abuse in their
lives and the lives of others, in order for the institution to then respond through intervention and
support mechanisms. Students' access to pathways is fundamentally determined by factors such
as 'time poverty/wealth', which is shaped by students' 'advocacy capital', determined by factors
such as disability, occupation, educational background, feminist knowledge, financial privilege,
and social networks.
This underlines challenging discussion around who, in the institution, can and should be trained
to undertake the initial ‘naming’ of GBV, and where should expertise on GBV lie - in other
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words, does conceptualising GBV as a 'community' and 'collective' issue involve everyone being
active agents towards the matter - what purpose does this serve and how can this be carried out
in safe and trauma-informed ways - or should it only sit with the experts. Furthermore, it
highlights the question of who should instigate interventions; whether 'victim/survivor-led'
practice should be interpreted as the student always/mostly being the active agent. Capacity,
consent, voice, empowerment, and epistemic authority in ethical, political, legal, and
administrative senses all come to light here, including the issue of whether victim/survivor or
student ‘led’ approaches should be considered universally appropriate.
The panel went on to discuss related issues about students not just having an awareness of what
GBV is but being able to recognise it in their real lives: we know girls are meeting sexual
predators from their first week of uni, but are they recognising violence and abuse?– EmilyTest
staff
Furthermore, the I&E research aligns with the GBV Charter Research (2021) in underlining that
certain cohorts of the student population suffer from isolation from institutional life and
subsequently experience disconnect from institutional provisions. This includes male, mature,
parent, and disabled students. Certain voices and stories of GBV therefore ‘never make it to the
surface’ to be captured by research and data-collection processes, and to reach the institution’s
awareness, help, and support mechanisms. The hard-to-reach places are where research and help
functions need to proactively reach, and need to ask questions around what barriers are
inhibiting the connection between isolated populations with institutional services.
We don't know what we don't know – Staff FG participant
The field needs to broaden out its understanding of GBV in education to be a matter of multiple,
simultaneous inequalities that operate together with aligning ‘logics’. This includes GBV as an
issue of (structural) racism and ableism as well as of sexism. From around 2015 onwards,
national UK research began a concentrated focus on how student victims/survivors’ experiences
of accessing reporting and support provisions are shaped by social characteristics and identities.
The GBV Charter Research (2021) found that stereotypic and myth-based understandings of
GBV among students and staff can act as a mirror to institutional – and broader societal –
discriminatory beliefs, such as responding to non-native English speakers as if they are ‘less
intelligent’ and constructing mixed-race people as ‘exotic’, bisexual people as ‘promiscuous’,
and disabled women as sexually ‘undesirable’. Marginalised students’ experiences of accessing
reporting and support can result in ‘secondary victimisation’ (Williams, 1984). EmilyTest’s
researcher, in her PhD fieldwork (2020-21), found that secondary victimisation, such as
dismissal of complaints, can cause the original complaint to splinter off into multiple cases as
new/more discrimination is experienced from systems.
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Trauma from previous interactions with authorities can also map onto expected interactions with
the institution, increasing their fear and damaging their (prospective) relationship with the
institution and access to pathways.
The panel highlighted international students’ fears around accessing support in a foreign
country – EmilyTest staff
Future investments
The rationale for researchers, campaigners, and policymakers maintaining focus in current times
on GBV in education is that despite over ten years of interventions, the most recent data are
building a picture potentially revealing that prevalence rates are just as high and reporting rates
are just as low released (OfS, 2018, NUS Women’s Campaign & 1752 Group, 2018, NUS, 2019,
Brook and Dig-In, 2019) as when UK research began with the ground-breaking Hidden Marks
(National Union of Students, 2010) report. Media headlines such as “Student rape reports: The
battle to be believed” (BBC News, 2020) remain a staple news feature and the most recent data
reveals that rates of GBV perpetration remain persistently high and reporting rates remain
persistently low, with both at similar or worse rates now than when the first reports were
released (Office for Students, 2018, NUS Women’s Campaign & 1752 Group, 2018, NUS, 2019,
Brook and Dig-In, 2019). Universities in particular are reported to be continuously “failing”
(Murray, 2021) student victims/survivors with multiple, prolific cases of GBV having occurred
years into reform, including the case of University of Aberdeen undergraduate Emily Drouet
whose death propelled the formation of the EmilyTest charity.
More research needs to be done to fully impact-assess, in evidence-based ways, the last decade
of staff efforts, interrogating the disparities between policy, practice and student victim/survivor
experiences, hence the creation of the EmilyTest I&E framework (2022) to evaluate the rollout
of the GBV Charter in Universities and Colleges (2021) and offer contributions where there is
an absence of tools in the field to measure change and measure ‘what works’. This gap is
arguably, in itself, a contributing factor as to why changes in GBV prevention, intervention, and
support have struggled to make significant gains and positive effects.
All the work from Equally Safe: the numbers haven't shifted and that's […] the cold dark thing
in my stomach that that work makes me worry […] we're putting in this effort because we know
it really matters and we've got to change it […] I'm just worried that you know, despite all that
work, nothing [has] happened – Staff FG participant
Although there have been ten years of developments, the complexity of GBV work, the slowness
of in-depth institutional adaptations, and the multiple, equality-related focuses of institutions
mean that GBV work needs to be recognised as still in a period of evolution.
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We're still trying to get our kind of reporting systems [to] be a bit more joined-up and cohesive
– Staff FG participant
Fundamentally, this new era of GBV work, which can be marked as beginning from 2017, can
arguably be conceptualised as a time of formalisation. This period is characterised by efforts to
set standards; evidenced in ongoing national attempts to a) introduce regulations and guidelines
and b) centralise and standardise systems. Students widely-report fearing and/or experiencing
non-linearity and 'giving up' in their help-seeking and reporting journeys, which this sprint of
formalisation aims to tackle.
The Charter Research (2021), which was one of the first nationwide studies to combine student
and staff perspectives as well as integrating participants from both the further (FE) and higher
education (HE) contexts, found that student and staff needs are very often aligned; with a joint
passion and interest to eradicate GBV in their work and study spaces. However, as this I&E
report goes on to discuss, there are fragilities in staff-student relationships and solidarity
relations that act as barriers to fully aligning these connections. The potential of improving
student-staff relationships relates to transparency: the communication and defining of ‘asks’
from victim/survivors, and the institution clearly communicating their role, scope, capacity, and
capabilities of influence and action in order for victims/survivors to make informed decisions.
Do they [students] want restitution on the nights out rather than helping them navigate those
safely and be there? […] we need to be careful [concerning] where we [...should be] involved
[…] – Staff FG participant
This new era of formalisation must involve two areas: firstly, the evolution of definition around
the role of educational institutions, especially in contrast and complimentary fitting to GBV
organisations and the Criminal Justice System (CJS) (Cowan & Munro, 2021); finding their
unique belonging and professional practices in amongst the mosaic of societal responses and
positioned as a pivotal part of multi-pronged approaches (United Nations, 1979, 1993, 2011,
2018a, 2018b). Secondly, shared student and staff interests in ending GBV must be harnessed.
This perhaps has never been crucial at a time of waves of industrial action, increasing
marketisation in the education sectors, and devastatingly regular cases of VAWG in the UK
during the COVID-19 pandemic such as Sabina Nessa's murder (2021) - and in particular, the
cases which have shaken relations between authorities and victims/survivors, including Sarah
Everard's rape and murder (2021) by a Police Officer and the misconduct of Metropolitan Police
Officers following the stabbing of sisters Nicole Smallman and Bibaa Henry (2020)
Research, communications, and professional practice with clarity-pursuing goals need to
continue in order to refine victim/survivor needs, produce holistic information on the progress
undertaken by and the provisions available from institutions, and align student and staff
experiences of GBV to take truly 'whole-institution approaches.
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Section 2
Impact and Evaluation
Research Findings
Successes, Problems,
Barriers to Change &
Opportunities for
Change

Successes
This section summarises the findings that relate to the first part of the research question,
the successes identified in Charter rollout within Pilot Institutions (PIs). 'Successes' were
approached in the research as: the achievements in the sector highlighted by the Charter,
the effective areas of Charter rollout during the Pilot that meet aims in GBV prevention,
intervention, and support such as best practice and reducing harm. Overall, the areas of
identified success are that: the sector is driving forward ambitious projects at maximum
output. The implementation of a Charter with flat tiers and focused on Principles and
testimony (Emily's story) works well. The Charter is effective at focusing complex and
tangential work; highlighting pre-existing work and expertise; bridging expertise across
the institution; identifying problem spots; undertaking planning at a strategic level;
boosting upwards progress: and celebrating historical and present developments.
The key success was that the Panel observed a clear drive to 'make change happen' among
institutions engaging with the Charter, and were impressed at the volume, scale, and depth of
policy and practice progress in the sector:
The panel repeated how impressed they were with the sheer amount of work. [Finding ways to
share this properly with] students remains really important to establish – EmilyTest staff
The Panel observed that the sector is still firmly in the transitional phase between firefighting/risk mitigation to a place of adaptation, sustainability, and resilience but forwardprogressing movement is occurring in the PIs because they are open to new ways of working,
with Charter engagement being a natural reflector of this:
The panel took pains to stress how understandable it was that institutions were really
challenged by the shift to some quite drastically new ways of working, applying new concepts
like the theory of change - and understandable that nobody is all the way there – EmilyTest staff
One of the most impactful and well-received elements of the EmilyTest Charter model was how
the framework brings GBV prevention, intervention, and support 'back to basics' with the monofocus on Emily's story and on establishing minimum standards. The Charter succeeds at keeping
hold of core aim that one Staff FG participant named as: ‘what we’re doing and why’:
It must always come back to the failures in Emily’s case and the centrality of EmilyTest’s
mission to save student lives – Panelist
very staff member should know minimally what to do with a disclosure [...] a clear ‘what we’re
doing and why’ is crucial – Panelist
A lot of it [just] comes down to: ‘how can we respond better’ – Staff FG participant
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The Charter's structure of two-tiers of minimum standards and excellence, as well as the theory
of change elements of the Charter, supports institutions to map out development plans and are
promising in delineating and prioritising between short and long term goals:
It's something we're taking as an action from this [the Pilot], but [the GBV Charter] is letting us
look at long-term goals as well as that short-term side of things as well […] I think Charters are
really useful for that. – Staff FG participant
The feedback from PIs and the Panel call on the sector to balance perspectives about equality
Charters, which have somewhat lost 'occupational faith' in the education sectors due to the
continuation of recent, high-profile GBV cases and lobbying. The I&E work was able to capture
the achievements of Charters from both strategic and frontline staff perspectives:
Having a Charter just helps you focus, helps you drill down into what is needing done and
brings it back to everybody's attention. And with the EmilyTest one we […] mapped up to our
strategic priorities within the college – Staff FG participant
More awareness, broader understanding, great opportunity to get that buy-in at senior level […]
far-reaching across institution…meaningful change because of that” - Staff FG participant
[...] Across seniority, understanding community as the staff body as well as student…wider than
that, whole faculties. [Charters create a] whole college approach – Staff FG participant
You’ve got the motivation - we've got to do this! […] you've got the focus as well. With that with
the conversations […] then [...] when we see that sort of interconnected work, that's a huge
benefit, and an eye-opener […] a Charter provides a demonstrable commitment – Staff FG
participant
A key strength of the GBV Charter that came to light across all I&E focus groups was that its
presence serves a function of highlighting and bolstering pre-existing internal expertise and
instigating conversations that bridge together siloed expertise:
The first thing that comes to mind is [that] the model that we’ve followed here has been really,
really productive [..] bringing multiple voices together from all the different aspects of our
community […] that – the brave space model, the focus groups, the actions, the inhibitors, the
enablers […] really useful. It’s really, really strengthened what we already had. It’s really
important, it's given us a foundation to continue this important work and transfer that to other
areas - Staff FG participant
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You've got to put more resources in, but that can be a good thing [..] it's worth all of that work
We're [..] doing our institutional Athena Swan at the moment and I can't think of anything
bigger that we've got to do […] if that wasn't there, there wouldn't be any of the forecast that
there is on gender equality and so on […] if there's a reason for a Charter, then it's probably
worth all of the difficulties – Staff FG participant
The GBV Charter was found to do a good job at integrating pausing, reflective and celebratory
elements into GBV prevention, intervention, and support work, which can have a moraleboosting effect on staff in these areas. During the latter stages of Charter co-creation, the model
shifted from introducing new mechanisms to improving and communicating pre-existing - this
feature of the framework which was noticed by PIs:
[The Charter] makes sure people have been rewarded and recognized for that work [...] it could
become part and parcel of the process? – Staff FG participant
It’s important to acknowledge there has been work done previously, [the Charter has] increased
awareness [of this] [...] brought this right to the forefront of our attention – Staff FG participant
The Pilot fulfilled the purpose of connecting 'past' to 'present' and of orienteering the institution,
pivoting towards future ambitions. Its facilitation of sttrategising around resourcing in particular
supports sustainability, endurance, and occupational-political goals of reducing the long-term
'labour of change':
[The pilot] was a good opportunity to collate what we are really doing. […] You what we're
already doing, where we're doing it and identify those things that we're not, but I think making
time making sure that the time and resources carved out after the charter engagement period to
undertake the action plan is the bit that's probably most difficult – Staff FG participant
Charters are often thought to increase bureaucratisation, paperwork, and workloads. However,
they have the potential to reduce them on a long-term basis as well as reducing harm among the
student population. However, challenges remain in what mechanisms should be employed to
measure longitudinal insights, such as comparing increases/decreases in reporting rates and
'student satisfaction' surveys, which the I&E framework will address:
If we think about the cost of not doing it…the workload that's involved in responding to the
various terrible incidents and crises that occur […] should be taken into account. So is it extra
work or is it preventative work that will reduce the crisis response that's required afterwards? –
Staff FG participant
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The Pilot highlights how Colleges are leaders in 'whole-institution' approaches – more inquiry is
needed to identify the enabling variables for this, and to ascertain how such variables shift when
contrasting Universities to Colleges. In Universities, centralisation is in a pivotal evolutionary
period - this process must be tapped in order to find out, and share, 'what works' in the
University sector and beyond in other large sectors. The I&E work as a distinct exercise
following on from the Charter, allowed for the delineation between the FE and HE sectors in
their unique histories of best practice and in their characteristic capabilities:
In the [Pilot] institutions, there was an attempt to take a whole-institution, holistic approach –
[colleges] were commended particularly for this – Panelist
Zoning in on the pandemic context: one positive finding of the Pilot was that COVID-19 has not
proved to be the entirely dystopian picture that has been painted on matters of (gender)
inequality – some issues such as flexible working, caregiving, domestic violence (DV) and
mental health have become higher on the agenda during this time, recognised across levels of
seniority.
I would say double […] more work […] we've seen an increase in disclosures compared to prepandemic levels […] the support levels [are] higher. I think we’ve done a lot of work in relation
to highlighting [provisions] and making sure people know we're available – Staff FG participant
Gender-based violence [has moved to] right at the top of the agenda [and there has been] an
attitude shift. [The issue is...] on other people’s radars – Staff FG participant
The Pilot process addressed the important area of 'defining student asks', which is urgently
needed in the sector before future planning and investment occur. The I&E research captured
that student victims/survivors are looking for quality GBV practice but more perhaps
fundamentally, bringing policy and practice up to a uniform standard. One of the most widelyfelt frustrations among (activist) students is a feeling of inconsistency in responses that come
out of institutions - the 'right person' paradox - which centralisation and institution-wide
revisions of policy and job descriptions are addressing. The Charter successfully addresses this
through its core focus on assessment against minimum standards and on the 'Comprehensive and
Connected' Principle.
Finding help can be a lottery of probability; of just being lucky or so happening to get through
to someone with training - EmilyTest staff
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This section summarises the findings relating to the second part of the research question, which
addresses the problem areas identified in the Charter Pilot rollout in the PIs. These areas are
somewhat interchangeable with the problem areas of GBV prevention, intervention, and support
infrastructures within the institutions themselves and the wider sector. The key problem areas
identified by the Pilot were as follows: perceptual differences inhibiting the measurement of
progress in the sector; a lack of (holistic) data-driven perspectives; staff workloads concerning the
labour of equality and diversity work; paperwork-heavy process; education and awareness on the
full spectrum of reporting and help options; GBV work focusing on innovation rather than
revision; going 'beyond signposting' in partnership-working; and intangible, overly-conceptual
dimensions to the Charter.

There are disparities of perception between staff and students on progress in the field. This
relates to the difficulty in communicating to student populations already overloaded with
information, and busy with studies and other responsibilities. Furthermore, developments in
GBV prevention, intervention and support take time to disseminate outwards, filter down and
experience uptake from students: 'labour-to-output-to-engagement' pipelines:
[There is a] disparity between the institution and student views on how well they’re doing –
Student Panelist
The university put a phenomenal effort into supporting students during lockdown, but yet still,
you know that was nowhere near enough according to all students […] Similarly, some students
say we’re not doing enough regarding GBV, whether it’s just that those students aren’t aware of
the work that’s going on, or whether they’re thinking you are just not doing what we want you to
be doing about this, so I think firstly [it] depends on what sources of evidence and it also
depends on individual experiences – Staff FG participant
The relationship between staff and students on the issue of GBV can be patchy and strained. The
factors shaping this are the ripple effects of trauma caused by GBV itself (that students then
enter the conversation about GBV and help-seeking or reporting procedures with) the mediation
of the staff-student relationship through 'tabloid' narratives, and the 'customer service' dynamic
propagated within contemporary, marketised education context. The symptoms and outcomes of
the strained relationship pertain to a 'villainised' narrative of institutions, which can spill over
into pressurising behaviour and negative attitudes towards staff. This can even transmute into
abusive behaviour in verbal and written communications, revealing the cyclical, ripple-effect
nature of primary and secondary trauma, and the links between GBV, trauma, and mental health.
Students’ experiences of GBV and staff experiences of handling GBV need to become common
knowledge, creating better exchanges of information between the two spheres on the provisions
available and on student needs. The Charter's role in this difficult task must be defined.
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Student [...] observed that highly-engaged students’ judgement can be ‘clouded’ by their
background knowledge of why things are or aren’t a certain way, which can lead to a lack of
criticism or analysis of institutional action because of ‘presumed’ barriers. Its swings and
roundabouts: the need to ‘pivot student anger’ in the right direction came up […] It’s also
important to make sure […] student stakeholders are aware of the barriers in place and the
institution’s rationales so they can effectively challenge them – EmilyTest staff
Common knowledge is important to not only ensure critiques of institutional policy and practice
are accurate and effectively directed towards places of power and influence, but also to break the
aforementioned ‘cyclical’ aspect of trauma circulating in Universities and Colleges whereby
policy, practice, change work, help-seeking, reporting take place against a 'backdrop' of a
traumatised institutional culture. This cycle is a feminist issue - demands need to have an
energising rather than debilitating effect in order to stimulate change and avoid burnout among
change agents. Demands can be articulated in ways that potentially compound racist and sexist
cultural constructions of care-work, which misses radical potential to see staff as potential
victims/survivors themselves, possessing empathy and trauma, and focus on the overlapping
interests and goals between staff and students that the Pilot shed light on. This relates to the
Charter’s aims to create infrastructures of GBV prevention, intervention, and support that do not
exacerbate casualisation trends.
Students have [..] expectations of staff, which can be to the detriment of [...] work-life balance,
mental wellbeing [...] expect[ing] people to be available and caring 24/7 – Staff FG participant
[One] student said ‘this lecture is brilliant, they really care about us, but the others on the team
only care during working hours' [These comments] can be really difficult. – Staff FG participant
The Charter’s application of the GBV-specific framework (over, for example, a domestic or
sexual violence-only focus) was a lively point of debate in our focus groups with male students
and in staff co-creation sessions. This raised the issue of ‘victimisation lexicon’ resonating with
student victims/survivors, complicated by the diversity of the student body where different
language emerges in line with different needs. The GBV Charter Research (2021) found that
there is a 'ladder' of certain stages to connect victim/survivor to help mechanisms: these relate to
having the knowledge and vocabulary to identity GBV as the first premise, which overlaps with
having knowledge of (accessing) systems, in order to then 'take action'. These two stages is also
surrounded by socioeconomic factors like time richness, state of health, communication abilities,
isolation, and access to peer support. Community is often important for learning and
development; for gaining support and life options; as well as having a consciousness-raising
effect. These three aspects: knowledge of GBV, knowledge of systems, socioeconomics,
accumulate to form ‘advocacy capital’; individuals' abilities to access and navigate provisions.
Panelists noted that they generally find students only know where to go for something like GBV
if they or their peers have had previous experiences themselves - this idea was reinforced by
participants in [a] student focus group – EmilyTest staff
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The GBV concept needs to be reconfigured to be meaningful across our diverse student bodies
and be more plainly communicated as inclusive of LGBTQIA*, ethnic minority, and male
students, reconceptualising systemic violence and abuse as grounded within a gender stereotypic
society rather than suggesting a binary of ‘heterosexual (white) women as victims’ and
‘heterosexual (white) men as perpetrators’. The GBV framework is capable of capturing nonparadigm experiences, they just need to be communicated clearly.
You can’t de-gender this violence – that’s just it – Student Panellist
The last decade of UK research reveals that most students do not know where to report GBV and
that there is also an attrition triangle concerning students who do know about how to report GBV
and students who actually go on to report. Furthermore, students are often not aware that there is
a spectrum of options available to them that do not necessarily involve formal reporting with a
discipline/misconduct focus. Institutional responses are viewed by students as engineered
towards complaining, whereby reporting needs to take place for action to occur. Formal
reporting is seen as a commitment to ‘follow process through’. Myth-based beliefs towards
sexual violence propel inaccurate connections between testimonial legitimacy and
victim/survivor ‘willingness’ to engage in reporting processes in their entirety, which is
disconnected from trauma-informed approaches because it fails to recognise trauma and
victimisation as fluctuating states and circumstances.
Furthermore, there are well-evidenced (NUS, 2010, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019) barriers to, and
reasons why students feel they can not commit to deanonymised, formal reports, such as not
being sure they ‘qualify’ as a victim, fear of confidentiality loss, stigmatising responses or being
‘outed’. Staying quiet can form a self-protective mechanism but interestingly, it can also
constitute a community-protection mechanism whereby students do not wish to ‘disrupt’ or
‘upset’ cohesion in the tight-knit and personally-meaningful community surroundings. The
Charter needs to focus more on supporting institutions to equalise different responses to
victimisation, including drawing on best practice in the legal system on collecting statistics
without the necessary need for disciplinary action to have occurred.
There was some frustration and worry [...] about lack of action in institutions if disclosures
were not formally taken further. They spoke about the need to stress support and the validity of
‘just’ disclosing. The panel didn’t feel that processes were strong enough on this [...] There are
many alternatives to Police or legal processes or to reporting at all; the question is ‘Where else
can students learn to cope?’, with Panelists citing peer support among other examples EmilyTest staff
Finances and capacity are often seen as the main inhibitors to progressing GBV prevention,
intervention, and support functions in institutions but the issues of victim/survivor confidence
proved just as weighty in the Pilot.
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GBV policy and practice need to serve a function of educating, awareness-raising, and
expectation management about provisions and systems (already) in place, and building faith in
and knowledge of these rather than ‘innovation’ being seen as just ‘adding services’.
Resourcing isn't [as much of an] issue but [it’s] the dynamic between student expectations and
then trust […] the expectation that if someone comes in and discloses without doing anything
else or perpetrator will be instantly removed from the university and then when that doesn't
happen the dent in the reverberations of that and the institution isn't doing anything about
perception. - Staff FG Participant
The trust between institutions and students is hard to build and easy to lose. There is arguably a
jeopardising dimension to the ‘authorities always fail victims/survivors’ narrative relating to
people not coming forward. This is also a research issue on the basis that little data exists on the
full picture of student victim/survivor reporting journeys, which would permit nuanced and more
complete knowledge of student experiences which step out of assessing institutional responses
as within a duality of 'good response' or 'successful outcomes' and 'bad response' or 'inaction'. It
is not known, for example, how many students choose 'informal' or 'third' options instead of
'formal' reporting, and there is a lack of intelligent, cross-referenced data capturing, for instance,
students who did not get the action they asked for but were satisfied with the process/outcome
(and vice versa). This all reveals issues with the links between available data and communallyconstruction perceptions, whereby many actions that could be considered as institutional
interventions can remain 'underground' from data-collection and separate from public life and
the awareness of students, especially due to confidentiality, General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and best outcomes-practice having to be geared towards (minimum impacts on)
community safety and management. There are legitimate reasons why 'blind spots' of data exist,
which needs to be balanced with institutional accountability, asking 'what data can we collect
from the sensitive areas?'
One individual can have a poor experience and […] then if they are an individual that is going
to tell other students about that, that then undermines the trust of the student body in what we
can provide. – Staff FG participant
There is a cycle concerning students who possess pre-existing knowledge and vocabulary of
GBV/who are engaged in GBV work and the take-up of GBV provisions. Meanwhile, those who
are not engaged in these areas - who are perhaps closer to the 'average' student - remain more
disconnected. This means that significant segments of student stories may not get captured by
reporting and research, and may never make it ‘to the door’ of help or data-collection pathways.
We spoke about the different merits of speaking to ‘average students’ […] It was noted that
those ‘average students’ are often the people experiencing GBV but may not be able to identify
or speak about it. – Panelist
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A major barrier to rolling out a successful GBV Charter is the variant understandings and
attitude towards GBV among University and College staff. This needs to be ‘levelled up’ – thus
far, the Charter addresses employment standards, awareness campaigns, and education functions
but more needs to be done to integrate grassroots community work and link study/course content
itself with GBV:
[I’m really] concerned [that] some academic staff…must have missed the #MeToo movement…
not everyone is on the same page of what the reality is! – Staff FG participant
If there’s a conclusion here, it’s that institutions and the Charter must engage with both ‘types’
of student, a variety of student groups in a variety of settings. For most, the priority should be
engaging more broadly than, for example, only SA sabbatical officers – Panelist
In broader society, a victim/survivor's ‘culture’ can be blamed for them not self-advocating,
which can be underpinned by xenophobic or racist constructions that GBV is more normalised in
ethnic minority communities than White, and that ethnic minority populations (or Black Asian
and Minority Ethnic, 'BAME’ people) are by default less-knowledgeable on their rights and
more ‘passive’, possessing less ‘voice’. This construction becomes even more pronounced when
constructions of vulnerability and naivety associated with groups like students, young people,
and women combine with ethnic minority status. However, the Pilot revealed how Universities
and Colleges are hubs of first-hand experts on the myriad of barriers for victims/survivors
getting support. PI staff shed light on variables much less considered by society and the sector,
such as the complexities of interpersonal relationships during education and the time and energy
poverty experienced by disabled, working, parent, carer, and postgraduate students. The Pilot
found that peer-led approaches are the most successful to achieving broader engagement that
spans multiple groups of the student body.
Focus on exams and personal life […] Crunch time of them [students] finishing exams and that
was their focus. And then the next group that are starting their course. So, for us to try and get
student engagement over those two periods would have been quite challenging – Staff FG
participant
I've worked in the university for a number of years now and I've learned personally that [..] staff
can develop very nice things that that beautifully organised, but just don't have the engagement.
All the power behind them or the motivation behind them. Whereas if we engage students, I don't
think I've ever found this not to be the case – Staff FG participant
A paradoxical element to equality charters is that focus is on staff as the sole agents of change
and of duties of care, even if they primarily serve students. Part of conceptualising GBV as a
society-wide and fundamentally a community enabled and tackled issue is engaging the whole
community in these responsibilities, denaturalising these duties as ‘institution-only', and
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undertaking a shift of framing towards civic membership (whereby you can ‘take’ the benefits
but have to ‘give’ contributions) and of tackling GBV as working towards a collective future,
which the Pilot observed as desired across the student and staff sides of the community. The
problematisation of endemic GBV as the 'instiution's fault and responsibility' entirely can shift
focus from perpetrators' behaviour and fail to see GBV as having multiple loci of enablement.
Evaluating Charters […] One of the limitations of all or most charters and most kind of similar
work to charters that institutions do: Is that they're invariably led by staff? For good reason,
because the staff were going to go and do the work after. But what that means is that to some
extent their student engagement isn't always there and that's why I think students see it as just a
tick-box exercise or just to look good and not something that they can ‘do’ – Staff FG
participant
The GBV Charter is operating against a backdrop of casualisation and cuts in education. Part of
carving out the education’s sectors distinct role in contract to the CJS and GBV sector
(comprised of organisations like Rape Crisis and Women’s Aid) is defining Universities and
Colleges as part of a pipeline of help-seeking processes rather than the ‘sole destination’.
However, ringfencing institutions as ‘not the sole experts’ also presents operational and ethical
challenges in an austerity climate whereby then those posited as ‘the experts’ receive all of the
help-traffic.
Are we simply passing on people to small charities who can’t cope with the volumes?- Panelist
Furthermore, positioning certain spheres as ‘the home of help’ rather than seeing GBV
prevention, intervention, and support as a collective matter and a society-wide responsibility
spanning all institutions from education to private companies to the legal system, can compound
sexist and racist economic structures. Signposting, although well-intended concerning achieving
best outcomes, can cause operational suffering in organisations working with/for marginalised
groups. More partnership-working is needed for triaging and strategic capacity planning.
Panellists from specialist GBV organisations [...] worried about signposting out to small
underfunded charities without joined-up working, information-sharing or mutual support; and
without a real understanding of what these organisations do, how it’s different and why it’s
needed – EmilyTest staff
Delays in dealing with GBV cases have dramatic impacts on community cohesion and
institutional confidence both concerning staff-employer relations and student victim/survivorinstitution. Delays and mishandling are often assumed to be due to political and attitudinal
factors. These do play a role that warrants tackling – however, the sheer workload faced by staff
is just as important a variable. Integral to building community ties between staff and students is
communicating shared struggles, and being transparent about processes. This includes
communicating the flaws and weaknesses of processes as part of informed decision-making and
empowered navigation of systems.
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Panellists still hear frequently about students waiting months – EmilyTest staff
"This is what it looks like when you report” Panellists felt it is better to be clear about
timeframes that maybe are not ideal but are realistic, rather than claiming to be very on top of
cases when this may not be the case, limiting or glossing over information [...] what’s needed is
honesty – EmilyTest staff
Workloads as serious inhibitor It's more workload than it is attitude – Staff FG participant
[…] Resources are a massive [issue] If you're going to be trying to expand on something, you do
need to have staffing or you need to have other resources in place [Our] workload is already
increased, so to try and adds more into that and have a realistic time frame as well….resourcing
[..] is key. You can't really do it just by adding [to] our workloads – Staff FG participant
The Pilot gave excellent insight into operational issues – the assessment Panel were able to
‘walk the walk’ of internal procedures. Panelists reported getting lost in trying to access and
comprehend systems, highlighting how processes can be designed from an expert or staff view
but then require highly localised knowledge to navigate, This speaks to the need for
simplification and streamlining having a dual positive impact for both students and staff,
especially those with disabilities and where English is not a first language. Institutions fall back
on a ‘modus operandi’ of process, propped up by and working within a complex, layered
infrastructure of bureaucracy. This means that GBV reporting can equate to, and be experienced
as (by both help-seeker and giver) ‘administration’. Staff also feel ‘up against’ administrative
machines to create changes in GBV processes.
[…] Universities in particular are influenced by huge Athena SWAN-style submissions and have
‘gone down the same road’ to an extent despite the Charter’s aims and approaches. Policy and
procedure-heavy submissions were contrasted with more targeted GBV information which the
panel felt they needed. – Student Panelist
Students getting lost in processes reflected in panel getting lost Panellists were surprised by the
sheer amount of information…This perhaps risked becoming ‘overwhelming’ and panellists
reported they ‘got lost’ at times – EmilyTest staff
The lack of ‘big data’ on GBV across the FE and HE sectors is more complex than ‘institutions
failing to be transparent’. It can be linked to variant definitions and scope definitions of
‘transparency’ and a lack of senior management buy-in. Engagement with data-collection and
research is also an act of institutional privilege: Colleges have less sector attention than
Universities. Less-affluent institutions have different operational priorities and significantly
lower capacity to collect and handle data that would help them innovate GBV provisions.
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The panel noticed there was little mention of buy-in from and engagement with governing bodies
(most often a University Court or a College Board). The panel drew a link between lack of data
and engaging governing bodies […] colleges[in particular] don’t have the data and raising this
as a real and potential barrier to engaging their boards […] [There are also] different
interpretations of transparency when it comes to GBV figures […] transparent did not mean
visible to an internal committee, but transparent to students and the public – EmilyTest staff
Another key factor concerning data collection and transparency relates to the management of
risk and reputation among education institutions. Staff and student safety, wellbeing, and mental
health are also a concern when the media becomes the primary mediator of student-institution
disagreements or conflict. However, balancing this, local and mainstream media outlets have
dedicated good airtime to victim/survivor stories since the UK context of work emerged ten
years ago and have often demonstrated supportive attitudes towards the plight of activists:
Reputational risk…this is a complex inhibitor: we can’t simply say ‘don’t be so risk-averse’.
Institutions are perfectly reasonable [...] in feeling that the media is not on their side [...]
EmilyTest needs to work with institutions and with the media to develop internal and external
communication guidance and standards if there is any chance of improving media treatment of
these issues – Panel
There are limitations to the principles-led (the five Charter Principles) approach and a questionled approach (this refers to the ‘would your institution have saved Emily’s life?’ assessment
question) of the Charter because of the wide room for interpretation. The Charter needs to be
more grounded in specific data-collection asks:
The panel felt and shared institutions’ dilemma about how they can ever really say that they
would have saved Emily - vs. how clear and easy the question is and should be to answer,
referring to e.g. how can they not say it, with reference to how clearly this would have been
dealt with under, for example, child protection – EmilyTest staff
The Charter couldn’t be awarded to institutions without them having produced more data. The
pre-Charter stages, action planning [etc] has set institutions in the right direction, but future
iterations must now include setting these data benchmarks - Panel
The Pilot revealed that the Charter needs to be proofread to edit out the jargon – for both
operational and political purposes. Part of seeing GBV as endemic in society is having plain
English communication to allow people to see, know, discuss, and tackle it. This can help frame
accessible language as an important feminist act, ensuring that GBV knowledge and help is not
gatekept as well as supporting partnership-working across different terrains 'allowing everyone
to be on the same table on the same page', and de-centering academic institutions in GBV work.
This Charter is about and for students, survivors, people who don’t necessarily understand the
jargon - EmilyTest Staff
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[There is a] Need for simpler language in universities – Panelist
[…]jargon-led, which we know is a general problem in universities and other Charters. The
panel underlined how the Emily Test is intentionally different and this includes being different in
its audience: this Charter is about and for students, survivors, people who don’t necessarily
understand the jargon - Panel
Plain English rather than terminology is needed […] to the whole SGBV/VAW sectors, and to an
extent, the education sectors here – Panelist
The feedback from Colleges and Panelists urged EmilyTest to take advantage of, and emphasise,
the fact the GBV Charter is attempting to mark a 'turning point' in frameworks and practice in
equality charters through cutting-edge, contemporary models. Part of this innovation could be
radical accessibility.
The language could be a wee bit more straightforward I think. Particularly maybe we feel that
in a College setting […] to make it more accessible, knowing students and staff…[we] struggle
right now to get students to engage [in] anything, nothing, you know, the whole pandemic
situation had been a really rough two years for a lot of people, and so I think that might help –
Staff FG Participant
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This section summarises the findings that relate to the third part of the research question, the
barriers to change identified in Charter rollout, and engagement within PIs. 'Barriers to change'
were approached in the research as: structures that block sector progress or Charter rollout
progress and the achievement of aims in these two areas. The main barriers to change were
identified as: infrastructures of administration and bureaucracy; resources vs demand; culturalbehavioral change around ways of working; fatigue and trauma surrounding GBV work;
institutional resilience to crisis; GBV progress being sustainable and weathering change; and a
sense of 'going up against' powerful and entrenched systems to create change.

The way that the sector communicates progress in developing GBV prevention, intervention, and
support can be trapped in conventional, bureaucratic ways of working shaped by pre-existing,
entrenched administrative infrastructures and by the historical relationships with Charters:
Institutions [tend] to fall back to approaching things as they usually would: resulting in process
[…and] jargon-heavy - Panel
Concerning reporting pathways, partnership-working between institutions and 'punitive'
authorities can be strained due to pre-existing tensions between minority and marginalised
groups in the student population and ongoing questions around how institutions carve out their
distinct and synchronised remit alongside 'external' authorities. There is an ongoing sense of
mistrust, in particular between women and ethnic minority students, which can work to shut off
the full spectrum of options when it comes to reporting GBV.
Naming and discussing the issue of trust in the Police [...] universities [need] to carefully build
that Police relationship in order to effectively deal with GBV – Panel
The 'labour of change' disproportionately sits with frontline staff in institutions, meaning that
diversity, liberation, and inclusion work can actually have a compounding effect on the
inequalities this work aims to tackle. This can arguably work as an extension of institutionalised
vicitm-blaming, shifting responsibilities and burdens of change to those most affected by GBV.
After over a decade of work, widespread fatigue is felt among both staff members and student
activists, with a sense of 'nothing seems to be changing'. This points to an urgent need to gain a
proper understanding of the impacts of efforts and interventions as well the need to create and
sustain links between GBV agendas with workers' rights and dignified employment models. The
combined impact of the distressing nature of GBV, the lack of evidencing mechanisms, and the
casualised employment models which are becoming increasingly prevalent in (higher) education,
sustainability is an issue - momentum, leadership, and internal expertise can revolve, disappear
and re-emerge.
The Charter needs to approach students and staff as agents of trauma themselves, innovating
what 'trauma informed' really means by addressing issues like the psychological dimensions of
the work and equalised responsibility across genders and seniority levels in institutions.
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Emotional or mental fatigue on the issue, is [...] a problem. […] From the staff side, Equally
Safe […] having been [...] 14 years of work... - Pannelist
How easy is to critically engage anymore when critically engaging can be [...] emotionally
difficult for extended periods of time, but also [...] every student, group and representative [...]
wanted to do something about GBV [but] a significant portion of those […] disappeared […]
That [..] long term engagement and [...]conversation [...] with the student body [is] incredibly
difficult because [...] people [are] tired of talking about it.
– Staff FG participant
Education institutions are fundamentally linked with environmental events in wider society.
With ongoing global threats such as zoonotic pandemics, as well as increasing trends towards
digitisation, the Charter struggled with elements of 'Covid-ification' in the Pilot. Going forward,
the model has to consider ways of adapting that not only make remote and/or flexible provisions
possible but that also reach out to wider agendas such as green workplaces and actively respond
to the ways that GBV itself, as a spectrum, shifts and operates in crisis contexts.
The panel acknowledged that in-person student training would have the most impact [...] but
also that training needs to be accessible and multiple options offered – EmilyTest staff
However good [GBV signposting] campus visibility was, students weren’t on campus – Panel
There's [not] been as many disclosures [during the pandemic] – Staff FG participant
Conducting the Charter pilot during the COVID-19 context was incredibly challenging due to
the multiplex barriers caused by simultaneously-operating factors which impacted 'critical
functions' of institutions: staff sickness, the redirecting of resources towards COVID-19 health
policies, and increasing financial and mental health strain among both students and staff that
affected productivity and wellbeing. The COVID-19 pandemic, therefore, shone a light on a
barrier to achieving effective GBV prevention, intervention, and support, which is that
institutions are accountable to significant amounts of regulation and legislation as well as
numerous equality agendas, which strains resources.
With the pandemic, we didn’t feel [...] adequately equipped – Staff FG participant
This highlights challenging questions around whether institutions possess clear aims, direction,
and priorities, as well as ethical considerations around whether it would cause more harm than
good, and be morally and politically unsound, to broach GBV work without necessary resources.
We have a huge responsibility, in my mind that comes with this [work] we need to make sure we
are adequately resourced and have the appropriate infrastructure and […] expertise [otherwise]
it doesn’t work in practice – Staff FG participant
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This section summarises findings relating to the fourth and final part of the research question, the
opportunities for change identified in the Pilot. 'Opportunities for Change' were approached in the
research as: places in institutions where clear gaps lie for feasible change and/or where the right
timing, factors, and circumstances are in place to make it possible to achieve the implementation of
the Charter Principles 'next time'. In conclusion, the main opportunities for change were: having
clear, measurable aims for the sector; the Charter taking leadership in defining the role of
education in tackling GBV; bringing practice 'back to basics'; shifting Charter design from
'dream-to-reality'

implementation;

grasping

concepts

of

intersectionality,

whole-systems

approaches, data-driven and trauma-informed; approaching the Charter just as much 'process' as
destination; and undertaking final areas of design definition like refining the EmilyTest-Charter
relationship.

Colleges (FE) have long-standing expertise in GBV from specific angles: child protection and
safeguarding. Rather than 'reinventing the wheel', this needs to be formalised and shared, which
the Charter can carry forward through the planned annual Charter conference, and the Resources
Hub being built in 2022. The Charter will continue serving both FE and HE sectors but greater
delineation in their working styles needs to be made in the Charter implementation - this will be
reflected in the Charter Guidance (2022).
The panel stress that this will be different between colleges and universities […] colleges have
young people as learners from age 13/14 up. Supporting the generality of college students and
the generality of uni students are two different things – EmilyTest staff
In with the Charter Research (2021), victims/survivors shared they were not looking for
revolutions in policy and practice, or for instiutions to replace or replicate official services.
They expressed basic needs such as 'feeling heard', being validated during disclosure, and being
provided with safety options. This finding provides clarity and direction concerning the question
of what specific role institutions should have, which is currently poorly defined and need to be
carved out and grounded in the likes of Human Rights statements on educational institutional
responsibilities when it comes to GBV (because this already has been defined).
Young people [and] students…just care about their experience of abuse… What matters to
students: they want support and the right support; to be believed and validated; to feel that
people are keeping them safe, so: basic risk assessment and basic safety planning - Panellist
Integral to framing GBV as a 'community issue' (i.e. problem that exists at the community level
and therefore, that is where solutions lie) is considering rolling out GBV training to all staff.
Such a programme could integrate with existing training functions, such as mental health.
However, challenges remain concerning: resourcing entire-institution training and keeping
disclosures/help-seeking 'streamlined'. Although there are well-evidenced benefits, there are also
ethical concerns with bystander and peer support approaches.
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A key question here is whether it is conducive to harm-reduction towards both staff and students
to have windows for GBV disclosures and help-seeking freely circulating across the whole
institution. This relates to the need to define what is meant by 'community responses'. The
solution proposal of 'training everyone' can fall back into common, totalising responses to the
problem of GBV in education - the Charter needs to define its position. Another 'mantra' in the
field is focusing on senior leadership buy-in whereas the pilot revealed the gravity and power for
institutional change sitting among frontline and on-the-ground staff.
Could there be training for all staff as there was for mental health e.g. security teams and
student residences? – Panelist
[We stress] buy-in from the Principal…the need for all staff to buy in at the bottom, so
important because a student could approach anyone from cleaner to lecturer - Panel
The Pilot revealed that the standardising intentions of the GBV Charter are not entirely ironed
out - the intention of minimum standards needs to be reflected in and 'followed through' on in its
processes of assessing institutions to pass the Emily Test and gain the Charter Award. An
additional sprint of work, leading on from our previous focus groups with Charter authors, needs
to facilitate a shift of focus from Charter design to Charter assessment processes. Avoiding
'reinventing the wheel' by integrating best practices from other equality Charters, as well as
seeing co-creation with FE and HE staff as an ongoing, ever-occurring process rather than
ringfenced to the research processes is key to this.
[EmilyTest] need to benchmark the assessment process against other institutions’ processes –
Panelist
The Pilot revealed the need to define what a 'principles-led' Charter model really means in
concrete practice terms. The next stage of taking the design forward involves the need to balance
the 'philosophical' approaches (the five Charter principles plus the question-led framework
'would your institution have saved Emily's life?') with an element of ‘tick-box’ steps in order to
increase the tangibility of the Charter and identify a balance of Principles and process. Getting
the Principles and practice of the Charter balanced is important in order for the Charter to be
nationally pitched, otherwise the current conceptually-leaning model may lean towards more
affluent institutions by being suited better to institutions with higher levels of pre-existing
confidence. This issue speaks to lively debate during the Charter co-creation concerning
different sector needs and views about how prescriptive the Charter should be; offering
instructive, micro-managerial approaches to ensure institutional accountability and to offer the
most applied help in areas of low-confidence, whilst also offering flexibility in order for the
Charter to be applicable and sustainable in national, cross-sector, and institution-wide ways. The
Charter must be pitched at a balance of 'prescriptiveness with flexibility'.
GBV work need[s] to centre more on the student experience and be person-centred as opposed
to policy and procedure-heavy. ‘How can it be possible to award a Charter based on [the latter]
- would it have saved her?’ – EmilyTest staff
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[The panel] liked their first, pretty free-form panel meeting, which allowed everyone to share
‘authentic thoughts’, and have found it really useful to come back together after some more
reflection to finesse and ‘streamline’ their feedback. This is how panelists feel we should
structure it in the future – EmilyTest staff
In order for I&E work on GBV in universities and colleges to be accurately measured, there
needs to be an embedded, national data-collection protocol to gain longitudinal insights and
make comparisons between regions of the sector(s). Thus far, the field has relied on National
Union of Students' (NUS) data to make 'macro' conclusions. Measurements on progress in the
sector are urgently needed, as this framework for measurement is absent.
The GBV Charter could be a helpful starting place to create a deadline for such developments.
On 'meso' and 'micro' levels within institutions, the Charter Guidance (2022) will encourage the
application of the approach taken to assessing the Charter Pilot (assessing problems, successes,
barriers to and opportunities for change), combined with other EmilyTest survey practices
whereby feedback is gathered from audiences we give GBV training to, on a before and after
basis, through a quantitative, comparative exercise. Surveys can broadly examine five areas –
attitudes, beliefs, demographics, behaviours, and knowledge – and EmilyTest's surveying has
been largely focused on knowledge (before and after the training) but this will be combined with
attitudinal measurement, inspired by the End Violence Against Women Coalition and YouGov
survey (2018) on rape culture attitudes.
EmilyTest [should] lobby for a National Student Survey question on GBV [in order to] create a
‘level playing field’ regarding data – Panel
The pilot revealed the need to reconceptualise understandings of intersectionality as well as
grounding approaches on how to actually 'do' intersectionality in GBV policy and practice.
Intersectionality needs to be approached as a 'living breathing' concept in institutions, applying
to intersections such as study status, employment contract status, and senority (power within a
particular institutional setting), as well as taking 'systems approaches' towards the existence of
mental health issues alongside GBV.
[…] There are just as many intersections between the experience of wellbeing, mental health,
conflict disagreement, and gender-based violence as well…. The people who are kind of a
mixture of students and staff – so PhD researchers and so unless sometimes the most vulnerable
because it's not clear what their position is. So, I think it's really important that we kind of look
holistically. – Staff FG participant
Bolstering findings about future innovation lying in 'returning to basics', the Pilot identified a
number of approaches that could evoke this, in order to shift complex and unfocused elements of
GBV work into crystalised objectives and operations. Arguably, these findings also support the
case for principles and questions-led approaches in the Charter framework; engineering
approaches towards ever-evolving, reflexive, reflective, introspective practice.
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The benchmark and baseline needs to be that if a student says ‘I’ve been…’ that every member
of staff knows how to react to that.’ – Panelist
The panel favoured clear processes answering ‘what do I do with this situation’ over profusion
of terms and categorization – EmilyTest staff
Similar to intersectionality, ‘trauma-informed’ is a term and a practice model that requires
institutional confidence-building. The concept is well-known because of its wide usage but it
needs to be concretely defined, transferred into tangible guidance, and made accessible for staff.
The I&E research shed light on the importance of trauma-informed approaches being at the heart
of practice – bringing safeguarding ‘back to basics’ for two reasons: firstly, to offer focus in a
field that is increasingly complex. Clarifying objectives is an important element of reducing
staff workloads. It is also is a necessary refining instrument during this current important stage
of reflection (after the past decade of work) and forward-planning (for the next). Secondly,
trauma-informed approaches are in line with evidence-based approaches, attuning to consistent
findings across EmilyTest's work that victims/survivors see the priority need as being treated
with non-judgment and validation. The Charter needs to centre that: if there is one change an
institution should undergo to pass the Emily Test, it is trauma-informed responses across
'people' and 'systems' - in particular, training for staff dealing with disclosures and the revision
of policy, resources and reporting. The Pilot observed that the sheer volume of work going on in
the sector is encouraging but can point to a lack of clear objectives - concrete aims need to be
instilled for the purposes of optimisation, and reform need to work 'backwards' from there.
The most important factor in everything an institution does around GBV is being traumainformed – Panelist
Talk of the challenges around making an institution’s website, especially a university’s website,
accessible and trauma-informed for survivors when these sites tend to be principally for
marketing, PR and academia (if you search for GBV on a uni website you often get journal
articles as your result) – EmilyTest staff
One of the five Charter Principles ‘ Comprehensive and Connected’ relates to instilling ‘wholesystem’ approaches – this refers to policy and practice reaching the entirety of an institution, as
well as knowledge of GBV being comprehensive; understanding less-recognised types, and
seeing it as a spectrum, often involving a hybrid of behaviours, and being part of a cultural
system of (gendered) inequalities. Across the PIs, there were promising attempts to take wholeinstitution, holistic approaches, which (as aforementioned) was particularly noted by the Panel
in colleges. However, disparities exist between whole-system approaches being positioned as
best practice in the field, and the existence of clear guidance and evidencing mechanisms,
especially in ways where these are specifically tailored to GBV in education. Arguably, this
specialist area can not be directed sculpted based on ‘mainstream’ institutional models of wholesystems approaches due to the unique challenges of dealing with GBV.
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Opportunities for Change
The panel was unsure how streamlined and clear the key messages of this approach were. –
EmilyTest staff
The Pilot did more than just evaluate the ‘present’ Charter model and the sector ‘as it is’ right
now. It also had a strong future focus: the objective was to test the Charter prior to wider rollout
in Scotland. The Pilot provided excellent insights into aspects of strategic planning, including
opportunities to experiment with capacity and resources to shape the national Charter
implementation. This is an essential area of exploration for a small, grassroots charity because
incorrectly judging and planning this could mean crashing could occur and/or institutions do not
get the support needed. Not only will this negatively impact victims/survivors and the staff
looking after them but a 'drop-off' effect could potentially compound casualisation models in
education where support and resources are already lacking.
Predominantly, the process threw up existential questions about the relationship and role
EmilyTest should have with (the different aspects of) the Charter, such advising, training,
consultancy, resource provision, accountability, auditing, and assessment – our role has been
defined by the Pilot to be concentrated support and advising. Assessment to gain the Charter
award will sit independently from EmilyTest, with a revolving panel ‘blind’ reviewing
applications at the beginning and evidence at the end (taking the ‘Emily Test’). Learnings in
these areas relate to strategies for change, which the Charter Guidance (2022) consults literature
on in order to ascertain what both a ‘wide-reaching’ but ‘in-depth’ model would be.
Does EmilyTest do scale or depth, to achieve change? The Panel [...] discussed how the volume
of reading related to numbers of institutions - four was ‘a lot’– EmilyTest staff
The Pilot shaped the direction of, and the opportunities for advancing, the framings of the
Charter. The most impactful element of framing relates to the Charter’s focus on testimony and
on storying GBV, which will be retained. The area for improvement in framing terms relates to
the communication of the Charter – PIs felt Charter rollout could be made more successful by
illustrating it as process, as a set of events and actions, transferring the Pilot trajectory into
guidance. This would also help to maximally utilise the learnings from the Pilot.
I think that's [testimony-based approaches] a really impactful way of […] framing the Charter –
Staff FG participant
[A] flowchart [would be] useful for not just reporting students but actually defining remits as
Charter research found remit a major issue [There] should be a standard template - ‘this is
what it looks like when you report[…]who’s involved in what, what will happen- Panellist
The panel wondered if such a flowchart could be part of the Charter process/resources for
consistency – EmilyTest
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The Pilot bolstered evidence concerning the powerful impacts of Emily’s story specifically as an
awareness-training, prevention, and report-stimulation mechanism – therefore, the Charter will
retain the framing of Emily’s story in line with the history, branding, and language of the charity
itself. Especially given EmilyTest’s role is now defined in relation the Charter, opportunities for
expanding and formalising this effective training (as a Charter tool) are being formally explored,
including funding applications.
Real lives, real people, real impacts[…] one example being[…] to share Emily’s story more
widely as a training input – Panel
The pilot offered the opportunity to test the Charter’s concepts ‘on the ground’. The Charter
Guidance (2022) needs to focus on simplifying and synchronising language and concepts across
the entire Charter framework – this will be done by ensuring that the language is consistent and
plain English (understandable to a lay person), by creating more concrete assessment
mechanisms, and by enhancing the coaching mechanism in EmilyTest’s role to supervise the
rollout of Theories of Change.
Panellists were confused by some of the theory of change, enablers, and inhibitors work - they
understood it was important thinking work for deep change but felt that the outputs, records of
the work in submissions need further translation into real terms – EmilyTest staff
The ‘thinking work’ like theory of change started well but dropped off when institutions were left
to their own devices, to be replaced with the ‘doing work’, which still became an intense,
information-dense ‘scramble’, a ‘rush’ towards the back end of the process - with the
connection between the thinking and doing work weaker as a result - Panel
The Charter needs to address policy and practice integration with Students’ Unions/Associations
(SU/SA), and logic and trajectory need to be ironed out in aforementioned flowchart/mapping
work. Consistency and cooperation between Universities and Colleges with their SUs/SAs them
are highly variant across the sector, inhibiting optimisation of resources and contributing to
inconsistent, disconnected and/or delayed GBV (and related) interventions – staff themselves
can struggle to advise on, or understand the nuances of, the two different organisations and how
they can (or should) interplay as ‘one’, compatible system.
[My] recommendation [is] that further work is carried out and involvement from students and
the student’s association is incorporated – Panelist
We are fortunate we have an active Students Association – Staff FG participant
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The pilot unraveled as a continuation of the discussion from the Charter co-creation sessions on
whether its scope should address staff as well as student GBV. The future of the Charter intends
to strike a balance of addressing staff, working with specialists such as The 1752 Group on the
area in order to develop this side, whilst also allowing for distinct processes for staff and student
GBV. The reasons for expanding focus outweigh the reasons for not: structurally, GBV among
and towards staff or students is part of the same institutional problem and remit. Not connecting
these two areas would miss opportunities to learn and transfer processes, particularly drawing
from the long-standing frameworks, practices, and expertise residing in Human Resources (HR).
Further to the panel’s questions about whether and how the Charter is about staff, they then
considered how, as much as student GBV requires distinct systems and approaches, there are
many aspects of staff systems, HR processes, employment law [etc.] that the Charter could draw
on for learning, inspiration, structure and potentially even templates for how robust systems for
students could and should work – EmilyTest staff
Distinct processes for staff and students are already in place and continue to be needed – Panel
PIs commented that because the EmilyTest Charter is the first GBV Charter for education, and it
was informed by the Equally Safe Scottish Government strategy, development plans should
consult on the prospect of expansion to schools. This would allow the Charter to expand across
the Equally Safe strategic infrastructure, connecting to Equally Safe in Colleges and Universities
and Equally Safe in Schools, as well as targeting a pivotal stage of children and young people’s
socialisation around gender (roles), sexuality, and relationships, recognising the entire education
pipeline as shaping GBV and shaping community dynamics in adulthood and in the FE and HE
stages.
GBV practice disproportionately focuses on victims/survivors, which can deflect from a wider
view of the institution as a community - GBV as intertwined with the community and operating
as a community safety issue – as well as from embedding GBV work in broader safeguarding
frameworks. This links with views expressed in the Charter co-creation, where one GBV
professional underlined the neglecting of perpetrator focus in policy and practice ‘whilst all eyes
are on the victim, where is the perpetrator? Where are they, what are they doing?’. This focus is
essential to reduce harm to all parties.
Institutions need to look after both reporting and reported students – Panelist
Institutions draw on private sector products, such as reporting platforms and training packages,
to varying extents depending on resourcing levels and industry connections. During Charter
creation, the contracting in of private companies proved a highly contentious issue across the
sector. EmilyTest ran a dedicated focus group on the subject in August 2020 and the subject
came up in lively debate across three Resident Assistant (RA) focus groups in September 2020.
As far as we are aware, such focus groups have not been run before on the subject area.
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These focus groups highlighted questions about: the need for approaches to be evidence-based;
the compatibility of profit agendas with the aims of GBV work; and the regulation of private
options. The GBV Charter aims to create minimum standards and excellence in GBV prevention,
intervention, and support. Therefore, it makes sense to include an endorsement mechanism for
private companies in the Charter Guidance (2022) to act as a crucial starting-point for standardssetting. However, a balanced perspective needs to be retained: there are gaps in GBV policy and
practice that the private sector is successfully filling, such as the creation of intelligent datacollection platforms. Nevertheless, the role of, and relationship with, private companies need
deliberate definition at this crucial period of sector reflection and innovation. Crucially, the
Charter must act as a collaborative model, joining up governmental, public, private, and charity
sectors to advocate a multi-pronged approach towards tackling GBV. Challenges do remain,
however, around where we conceptualise as the 'home of expertise' on GBV matters, and how
this affects hierarchies of governance, regulation, and leadership. Furthermore, contracting in
products can view GBV work as 'destination' and 'output' based rather than focused on the
process as the most effective mechanism for improving GBV prevention, intervention, and
support.
One panelist advised looking at the private sector in terms of starting with the experience we’re
trying to create – EmilyTest staff
Divisions on establishing standards for sector, [such as] training Bystander approaches, are
very popular, but not all programmes are effective. There are individuals and practices out
there which actually reinforce patriarchal structures, and besides, there are still questions
about the long-term impact of bystander - Panelist
[In] Emily’s case, the number of people who knew about the abuse, shows us training around
being an active bystander and safe interventions is needed, and that the social issues are often
complex (students not wanting to get into trouble, the fact these were very young people and that
the perpetrator was a charming manipulator by whom they were ‘taken in’) – EmilyTest staff
EmilyTest referred to work ongoing that relates to timelines, case management etc. such as
Universities Scotland coordinating a review of the Pinsent Masons guidance (on handling
misconduct that may also constitute a criminal offence). This is an important prong in setting
standards – EmilyTest staff
The Pilot helped us study the evolutionary period that the GBV and education sectors are in
concerning redefining the principles of the feminist movement, which has long been a leading
site of GBV work. The Charter is being rolled out against a backdrop of division over
transgender and sex-worker inclusion, and the best ways to safeguard victims/survivors.
Universities and Colleges experience institutional anxiety in the development of their policies
and practice in this area, which bolsters the need for the Charter to come hand-in-hand with the
Charter Guidance (2022).
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EmilyTest’s position as a charity is that anyone who experiences GBV should access the support
they deserve, and our mission is that no student should end up in Emily’s shoes. Our Charter
Research (2021) found that students fear disclosure not just due to identity but due to the
circumstances they experienced GBV, which may involve ‘outing’ sensitive information about
themselves in some way – such as engaging in illegal activities or working in the sex industry.
The nuances around sex work are much greater than [general] definitions and [the panel]
highlighted the need to avoid any barriers to support such as outing or interventions that
exacerbate unequal power dynamics – EmilyTest staff
The panel noted that some institutions had well-written sections on intersectionality but that the
content replicated, rather than drawing on, Equally Safe, UN definitions etc. PIs are supposed
to use these definitions in their work, but taking content from them as guiding sources needs to
be just the start. They need to adapt, tailor and make the definitions, the language, and the
context real for their students and staff – EmilyTest staff
The final area of definition for the future of the Charter relates to re-conceptualising consistent
approaches. The Charter framework needs to support institutions in concretely mapping out the
work that runs parallel to GBV prevention, intervention, and support, in order to streamline how
systems work and where their parameters start and end, modeling what the different
combinations of provisions can be and making sense of when it is conducive to effective
operations and staff confidence in delivery to overlap or to disentangle them. The same can be
said for particular areas of GBV over a spectrum-leaning understanding.
I don't think we can operate in a silo [..] we have to acknowledge these intersections. We have
to acknowledge the intersection between well-being and mental health and gender based
violence. We have to acknowledge the intersection between conflict and interpersonal
difficulties and gender-based violence and well-being […] it's absolutely essential. – Staff FG
participant
Delineating between GBV, bullying, and harassment […]there still somehow wasn’t enough
focus on GBV, with information often going off into e.g. wider harassment and bullying. This
observation led to discussion about the need identified in the Charter to focus on and take
specific approaches with GBV as a system, and how this interacts with the Charter Principle
about institutions being comprehensive in their thinking around GBV – EmilyTest staff
Serious consideration of Charter expansion past Scotland is needed; seeing the sharing of
frameworks in cross-border and cross-sector ways as central to feminist working practices.
Linking to this, increasing globalised student populations across all levels of education also
warrants further consultation on intersectional policy and practice.
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I think it’s [the Charter] really, really interesting having it [for] further and higher education.
And this is for years down the line, but it would be really interesting to see if it would be
adaptable to secondary and even maybe it's perfect for primary because it and I think we've
talked about this in our own focus groups and just in general it's great having at this stage, but
a concern of mine would be a lot of [negative] views and […] the power relationships. They're
already embedded or in place by the time students come to our institution – Staff FG participant
As institutions bring students from schools across the world, we need to be careful not to focus
only on UK schools. – Staff FG Participant
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What Next?
Thank you for taking the time to read our I&E report. An executive summary can be found on
the EmilyTest website www.emilytest.co.uk/gbvcharter/
This section lays out a timeline of outputs and events around and following on from the
publication of this I&E report in Spring 2022.
1. Charter launch: The GBV Charter for Universities and Colleges (2021) was launched
across Scotland in December 2021, with the view to rollout in institutions beyond Scotland
in 2022. The window for the first round of Charter applications is open until January 31
2022. We strongly encourage all Universities and Colleges to consider engaging - whether
this is through pledging, 'taking the Emily Test' (the Charter Award), or submitting to our
Excellence Awards.
2. The Charter Guidance will directly follow the I&E research on the Charter pilot, will be a
complimentary document to the Charter framework itself, available on our website from
January 2022 offering advice, guidance, and recommendations on how to achieve the
Charter Principles: www.emilytest.co.uk/gbvcharter/
3. The pilot institutions (PIs) will receive their individual Impact and Evaluation (I&E)
reports in January 2022.
4. After feedback from them on these reports, EmilyTest will make a decision around the future
role of the I&E framework - whether it will simply be a framework available for the
education sectors to use to assess themselves their GBV prevention, intervention, and
support infrastructures and/or the rollout of the Charter, or whether the framework will be
utilised during Charter Award assessment, carried out by EmilyTest.
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